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ABSTRACT
Online museum collections are often organised around the
interests of highly specialist communities, including museum
professionals and academic researchers. Visitors from external
communities can lack the specialist knowledge necessary to
work with and locate meaningful information in such archives,
using the built-in keyword or faceted search that reflects the
underlying organisational scheme for the collection. Although
individual digital artefacts might be valued by the visitor, the
lack of an integrative narrative mitigates against their engage-
ment and risks undermining their experience. We outline an
HCI design approach to a potential crowdsourcing mecha-
nism to bootstrap a navigable information space in an online
museum collection, based on a systematic approach to the af-
fective responses of non-specialist visitors to digital artefacts.
This approach is designed to facilitate meaningful engagement
for casual, non-specialist visitors with the museum’s digital
collection. We discuss the approach as a matter of fostering
visitor engagement via empathic recognition of shared experi-
ence with an archive, considering ethical aspects of interaction
design with material that is likely to evoke negative feelings
and respecting the contribution of the ’citizen scientist’ to
academic endeavours.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses Human-Computer Interaction design is-
sues that have arisen in an ongoing research project to open a
specialist military history archive to the public via a web por-
tal. As an HCI project, informed by work on user experience
in general and collaborative computing in particular, the role
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of a user community in interaction design has been contrasted
with the role of a visitor in designing museum experiences.
We consider how one might attempt to engage non-specialist
users in an engaging, equitable and communal arrangement
for encountering and contributing to digital museum artefacts.
There are many types of user to account for in such design
projects, including curatorial staff, IT support workers and
’lay-specialists’ or deeply knowledgeable enthusiasts. How-
ever, in this paper we focus on the non-specialist visitor as
both the largest constituency and, for our museum partners,
the user group with the most potential to add new information
to the archive.

Recent developments in digitisation and web publishing tech-
nologies have seen many museums make their collections
available online. This digitisation has taken many forms; tex-
tual digitisation of the British Library’s newspaper archive [7],
photographic digitisation as demonstrated by the American Air
Museum’s own project, or more advanced techniques such as
3D laser scanning of objects [8]. Digitising collections serves
the museum’s traditional role in preservation and conservation
of artefacts but also provides opportunities to fulfil modern
roles such as educating and supporting the engagement and
development of communities1.

Online museum collections today follow a familiar archive
format. Digitised objects are searchable through keyword
search or faceted filtering; British Museum2, Imperial War
Museums3 and Science Museum4 are examples of this format.
While this works well for museum professionals and academic
researchers looking for something specific, casual visitors and
those that lack specialised knowledge may struggle to locate
engaging information in the collection.

A growing trend in online museum experiences are crowd-
sourcing websites. Crowdsourcing refers to the use of Open
Source principles in non-software projects. It is the "... out-
sourcing of work to the general public through an open call
to participants" [14]. The benefit of using this concept is that
it provides a way in which a museum can both enhance it’s
collection and engage visitors within the same system.

1NMDC, ’Values and Vision: The Contribution of Culture’ (2006)
2http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/
search.aspx
3http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/search
4http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/online_science/explore_
our_collections.aspx
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Crowdsourcing has it’s roots in the citizen science movement,
most notably through Zooniverse’s5 projects[16, 6]. Citizen
science uses volunteers to help science researchers gather or
interpret data. Volunteers are asked to complete usually very
simple ‘human computation’ tasks, such as answering ques-
tions about a photograph or transcribing something that would
be difficult to accomplish through automated means. From
a scientific viewpoint, the volunteer is treated as impartial
and independent machine for generating new data. This gives
scientists the opportunity to gather data not possible through
traditional means due to the large scale or time consuming
nature of the project. It also allows for non-scientist volun-
teers, those with an interest in the subject area, to become
involved in real scientific research [13]. However, it is pre-
missed on the separateness of judgements which may be at
odds with the value some visitors obtain from museum expe-
riences. Some visitors enjoy sharing their thoughts as they
encounter historical artefacts or information, making sense of
it collectively rather than independently. The rise of social
media overwhelmingly demonstrates not only the power of
the human urge to share, but to do so reciprocally.

Crowdsourcing initiatives, for the most part, have been a one
way relationship. The focus has been on how the public can
help scientists or museum professionals with their roles and
not on how activities can feedback into improving collections
for the public. There are challenges that follow on from this
utilitarian perspective on crowdsourcing that span issues of
ethics, data quality and public understanding. Owens gives
warning regarding this approach to crowdsourcing and encour-
ages heritage not to think of it as a way of recruiting a cheap
workforce to categorise data. It is potentially far more effective
and responsible to think about how it can provide meaningful
ways for people to enhance collections while deeply engaging
with them [12]. This invites a need for more exploratory re-
search around crowdsourcing systems, especially in regard to
the nature of the engagement they facilitate and how they can
feedback into improving collections for the general public.

EXPLORATORY STUDIES
A number of small studies have been conducted in the IWM
museum gallery environment to explore how people might
value their encounters with the museum’s digital archive. The
motivation for this work is to expose categories of meaning
that could foster engagement with, and sharing of, historical
information. In HCI, engagement with an information system
can be expressed as a quality of a user’s experience in relation
to an object [9, 11]. The studies aimed to provide insight
into what qualities of engagement are pertinent to a visitor’s
experience with the collection’s digital information.

Museum Context
Our research is being conducted in collaboration with the
American Air Museum (AAM), a UK-based military museum
that primarily reflects the lives and work of American service-
men and British civilians in Britain during World War II. The
AAM is located at IWM Duxford, and part of the Imperial
War Museums’ family (IWM) in the UK. The project was
5https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/

initiated to focus on the AAM website6; a large online archive
of historical information. From the perspective of the curato-
rial staff, the primary potential of the site is to create hitherto
impossible opportunities for crowdsourcing personal stories
and memories of those who served during this period. The
AAM website contains over 300,000 ‘entries’, each present-
ing summary information in text and/or pictorial form about
either people, aircraft, units, or places relevant to this period
in history. It includes over 15,000 photographs.

Study Design
The photographic content of the AAM site is the content most
widely used by external communities of interest. Incoming
referrals to the site typically direct to photographs, from small
and enthusiast forums posting and discussing the images found
in the archive. The photographs thus have special meaning for
web visitors and are woven into their collective experiences.
Consequently, studies to date have focused on the nature of en-
gagement with digital information via historical photography.
In each case, participants have been shown three photographs
from the collection and asked open questions about each one
in a semi-structured format. Photographs were chosen to
provide a clear subject and included images either of a lone
person in repose, a group of people socializing, or military
action without visible people. The questions were motivated
by Dervin’s model of sensemaking, which characterises an
effort to bridge gaps in knowledge in a variety of ways; for ex-
ample, using ideas, memories, beliefs or emotional responses
[4]. The bridging of a gap provides an indication of the partic-
ipant’s information needs and the facets of engagement with
the images. The semi-structured approach to our discussions
with museum visitors allowed them to move freely between
each facet as their thoughts about the images developed. The
questions were:

What’s going on in this photograph? This question was asked
to encourage the participant to carefully inspect the content
of the photograph and to externalise their initial sensemaking
process.

What more do you want to know about the subjects of the
photograph? What other questions spring to mind? This was
asked to uncover the gaps in knowledge that the participant
had interest in bridging.

Can you tag this photograph with descriptive or emotional
keywords or phrases? This question was asked to allow the
participant to sum up their key thoughts or feelings about the
photograph and to provide some indication of what the overall
meaning of the photograph was to them.

A total of 14 sessions were run over a period of 3 days. The
sessions took place in the foyer of the ’AirSpace’ hanger
on-site at IWM Duxford, an exhibition about the history of
Commonwealth aviation.

Analysis
Responses were coded using process coding with a theoret-
ical sensitivity towards qualities of engagement. The codes
were grouped into concepts as the analysis proceeded. These
6http://www.americanairmuseum.com
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concepts were constantly in flux during this procedure; some
concepts were merged, others disappeared as analysis contin-
ued. Eventually, connections between observations were made
and abstracted to higher level concepts.

The participants that were able to display specialist knowledge
about the photographic material being shown would engage
with the photograph by reflecting about the historical, politi-
cal and military tactics of the time period. Those that could
not display specialist knowledge reflections were more hy-
pothetical about the presumed day-to-day life of the subject.
Another apparent difference between these two groups was
that those that lacked specialist knowledge would empathise
with the subject whilst those without would not. This may
tell us that in lieu of historical knowledge about a photograph
participants connect to an emotional aspect of the material
offered. These emotional descriptions were given without the
researcher asking ’how do you think they are feeling?’ which
gives rise to the possibility that emotional engagement is mode
of sensemaking that people gravitate towards as a means of
bridging knowledge gaps.

Different participants had different reactions to the pho-
tographs. People bring their own, experience, memories and
sensibilities to the interpretation of the material. This was
most evident in a photo shown which depicted a group of
aircraft carpet bombing somewhere in Europe. When shown
this particular photograph as part of the sequence, one partic-
ipant started crying while another ‘cheered them on’ while
maintaining that they had mixed feelings about the scene. The
emotional reaction of these participants suggest that the affec-
tive component in O’Brien and Toms’ model of engagement
[11] does not satisfactorily describe the nature how people
engage with historical material. The affect quality describes
negative emotions as an attribute of disengagement whereas
people looking at war photography may readily expect and
accept a negative emotional quality to their engagement. Peo-
ple choose to engage with museums to have an experience
apart from day to day life [1]. Sometimes they seek out expe-
riences that aren’t necessarily pleasant at first glance. Perhaps
this acceptable negative affective component of engagement
with historical material might be described as part of what can
be called a moving experience; a search for a connection to
material to find a meaning that resonates with their own life,
memory and experience.

The findings of these studies, from an experiential perspective,
suggested that participants engage with historical material in
relation to the bounds of their knowledge. Those with deeper
knowledge about the subject of the photograph seemed able to
talk and reflect in terms of what they know. Those who didn’t
display any historical knowledge within the study session may
make meaning from the material on emotional terms instead.
This emotional aspect of the material may have an important
role to play in engaging non-specialist visitors with online
museum collections.

Designing experiences that foster emotional engagement with
historical material may provide those that lack relevant knowl-
edge with an entry point to a collection from which they can
deepen their understanding of history, learn and reflect.

DIRECTIONS FOR SOCIO-EMOTIONAL DESIGN
Future work will move towards the design of a crowdsourc-
ing framework which will be evaluated in real world settings
to provide design guidelines for future crowdsourcing and
navigation systems. It is argued that designing systems that
facilitate an emotional quality of engagement will allow a by-
passing of the knowledge barrier needed as a point of entry to
a large un-curated archive of historical material.

The proposed system would need to be deployed in two stages:

1. Emotionally profiling the AAM image collection through
affective self-report crowdsourcing.

2. Enabling social navigation through the crowdsourced infor-
mation.

The Value of Affective Self-report
Following Owens, the crowdsourcing process should not be
thought of as a means to an end. Crowdsourcing is an oppor-
tunity to engage participants as well as enhance the collection
for search. The results from the exploratory studies suggest
that there is an emotional quality to participant’s engagement
with the historical information. This emotional quality arises
without the researcher directly asking the question ’how does
this make you feel?’. It may be on these emotional terms
that people can have meaningful encounters with historical
material when they lack deeper contextual knowledge about
the subject.

Enabling virtual visitors to articulate their emotional responses
to photographs may have value to both the museum and visitor.
Systems that invite affective self-report can be seen to pose a
question to a viewer such as ’How does this situation make
you feel’ or even a more empathetic ’How do you think the
people in the photograph are feeling?’. The question must
be answered with a deeper reflection upon the subject matter
and it’s meaning to the visitor. An affective self-report mech-
anism can therefore be thought to provide a leverage point
for reflection and the possible value to visitor is the reflective
experience.

As no prior historical knowledge is needed for affective self-
report, any person can use such a mechanism. A museum
may benefit from this inclusive approach because it may help
meet their obligation to use collections for the general public’s
enjoyment, learning and inspiration7. This light crowdsourc-
ing framework can provide a drive to laymen visitors through
which they can move through and interact with a historical col-
lection without posing a threat to the integrity of the historical
information (as may be the case with wiki-style approaches).

The design of such an affective self-report mechanism can take
inspiration from prior research in affective science. Affect can
be described adequately in terms of three dimensions; plea-
sure, arousal and dominance (PAD) [10, 15] This dimensional
model of affect is difficult for laymen to use for self-report.
This is because the meaning of each dimension, and how it
relates to a feeling, is not immediately obvious and needs a
detailed explanation. The self-assessment manikin (SAM) [2]

7http://museumsassociation.org/ethics/code-of-ethics
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and the AffectButton [3] attempt to overcome this problem by
enabling self-report of affect using visual aids. An affective
crowdsourcing widget using such visual aids or dimensional
space (similar to a colour picker in graphic design programs)
could be operable by laymen with no supervision and so these
methods could provide a basis and direction for the design.

Crowdsourcing to Enable Social Navigation
An emotional profile of the AAM’s image collection will be
made using crowdsourcing techniques. Members of the public
could be asked to rate the affective quality of the collections
photographs. Once an emotional profile of the collection has
been sourced it enhances the collection in a way that allows
visitors to explore through the information’s emotional char-
acteristics. The crowdsourced output is not an accumulation
of historical information such as that found on the AAM’s
wiki-style main site. The output may be said to be cultural;
views and beliefs may be reflected in the individual and aggre-
gated responses. During the studies, some participants used
the photographs to reflect upon contemporary issues such as
the bombing in Syria, or the controversial existence of a statue
commemorating ’Bomber’ Harris. There may be value in cre-
ating a system in which people can see and navigate through a
collection based on the emotional reactions of others.

Social navigation describes the use of the visible activity of
others to prompt navigation of an information space [5]. For
example, being drawn to a crowd of people surrounding an ob-
ject or watching the paths others take to determine a navigation
strategy. Making visitor’s activity visible in the crowdsourced
information space allows other visitors to navigate through
the collection based on this information. An example of this
would be a heat map overlay on the widget showing the most
frequently given emotional response either for the entire col-
lection or an individual objects place in the dimensional space.
Perhaps this will encourage reflection about the images, why
others have rated them in those dimensions, and possibly pro-
vide a drive to further explore the collection.

A socially visible emotional profile also provides an opportu-
nity to create emotional tension between different images or
within the image itself. Different people will give opposing
emotional responses to different and individual images. Juxta-
position of photos that have opposing emotional ratings may
provide a point of reflection for the visitor, as may display-
ing the emotional journeys of the other visitors and see how
moving through different images in the collection affects their
rating of certain images where journey paths cross.

The purpose of these design ideas is to foster meaningful en-
gagement with the museum collection. The focus on emotional
engagement is due to it’s accessibility to people without expert
knowledge on the subject. However, before the profiling is
possible there needs to be a greater understanding of how to
enable and consistently measure a visitor’s emotional engage-
ment and the extent to which the responses given are useful
and appropriate for design of social navigation systems.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have outlined an issue with specialist-biased
design in online museum collections and have put forward a

potential crowdsourcing design framework to facilitate affec-
tive and social engagement of non-specialist visitors.

Most citizen science projects are aimed at gathering informa-
tion to help the scientist’s research question. That’s not to say
that the volunteer gets nothing from the experience, they get to
take part in the scientific process and may see the accumulated
outcome of their work translated into published papers. How-
ever, there is rarely any commitment to ’feed back’ such an
outcome to those who have freely given their time, let alone
to do so in a plain-speech manner that stands to reflect their
concerns. The proposed crowdsourced system’s process and
output is aimed at providing a reflective experience for layman
visitors through their own interaction with the collection.

The outcome of previous exploratory studies suggests that non-
specialist visitors may engage on emotional terms with histori-
cal information in lieu of historical and contextual knowledge.
This informed the direction of the potential design of a system
to focus on affective engagement with the archive; a crowd-
sourced and navigable affective space that facilitates social
navigation of an online museum collection. In this way we
may be able to bootstrap non-specialist engagement through
affective design.

The social element to the proposed design will visualise visitor
activity to provide points of interest for other visitors to reflect
upon. Visitor journeys through the crowdsourced information
space are not isolated but are influenced by each other. In such
a system, the museum’s control of the historical and factual
information remains undisturbed but visitors are encouraged
to reflect upon and share their affective interpretations to build
relationships between the digital objects. The shared inter-
pretation of the information allows virtual visitors to build
meaning together and supplies a drive to further explore the
collection.

Future work is needed before implementation of such a crowd-
sourcing system. Firstly the method of affective self report
needs to be addressed. The design aspect of such a mecha-
nism needs to be readily understandable without training to
laymen and consistent across reports. There may be a positive
value to emotionally challenging experiences that are char-
acterised by negative affect, but future research is needed to
establish how is these experiences can recorded by the system
and communicated amongst visitors meaningfully.
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